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All of us feel the pressure to stop idling – legally,
socially and from rising gas prices. It's simply a matter
of time until no idling laws are implemented nationwide.
We all want to be environmentally friendly where we
can and would love the gas savings from turning the
engine off. However, many times you need to idle to
keep equipment working and your battery from going
dead.

Negative Effects of Idling:
 Increased gas consumption and costs

 Engine Wear and Tear – chemical build up
inside the engine can lead to mechanical
degradation

 Increased gas emissions which increase
dangerous pollutants into the air and contribute
to global warming

 Increased health complications

Dramatically Reduce Idling
Vehicles with SolarPulse

Chargers

Quick Tip:

It’s best to install the SP-2 SolarPulse Battery
Charger on 1 battery, the SP-5 SolarPulse
Battery Charger on 2 batteries and the SP-10 the
SolarPulse Battery Charger on 3 or more
batteries.

Cut Down on Idling Vehicles
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To calculate these costs use this simple formula
given by the EPA

(# of vehicles) X (average number of minutes idling) x
(gal/min) = Gallons of Gas

Note: the common standard of gas a semi uses is 1
gallon per hour.

So if you have 10 trucks which spend 30 minutes
idling a day the math would be:

10 trucks X 30 minutes X 0.167 gal/min = 50.1
gallons/day.

That adds up to (365 days X 50.1 gallons/day) =
18,286.5 gallons a year.

Assuming an average cost per gallon of $2.54, that's
a whopping cost of ($2.54 X 18, 286.5) $46, 447.71

Again, the cost in gas of 10 semis idling for 30
minutes a day for a year is $46, 447.71!

Installing SolarPulse chargers is a
quick and easy way to use the
power of the sun to keep your
batteries in like new condition. The
patented Pulse Technology within the
SolarPulse Chargers works in
conjunction with the charging system.
It removes sulfates from the battery

How Much is Idling Costing
you in Gas?

Our SolarPulse Chargers
Are the Solution to Idling

Have a success story? Send it to zjohnson@pulsetech.net and you will WIN an Xtreme Charge 12V Battery Charger if we
use it in our next PulseTalk newsletter.

Success Story:

Batteries were tested on multiple school buses with SP-5s installed and on
multiple buses with no SP-5s installed. In as little as two weeks, dramatic
battery voltage and CCA (cold cranking amps) improvement was seen in
buses with SP-5s installed in contrast to the other buses, which showed a

decrease in voltage and CCA across the board.

plates and prevents new ones from forming allowing
more room for the energy exchange within the battery
allowing your battery to act like new. In addition, the
continuous charge from the SolarPulse offsets the
higher parasitic load commonly found in today's
vehicles, replacing the power lost from electrical
accessories even when your vehicle is turned off.

Take a look at our new SP-10, SolarPulse Battery
Charger video.
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